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When evaluating different database designs, it is often necessary to generate several databases and evaluate each design. As database sizes grow to terabytes, generation often takes longer than evaluation. This paper presents several database generation techniques. In particular it discusses: (1) Parallelism to get generation speedup and scaleup.
(2) Congruential generators to get dense unique uniform distributions. (3) Special-case discrete logarithms to generak indices concurrent to the base table generation. (4) Modification of (2) to get exponential, normal, and selfsimilar distributions. The discussion is in terms of generating billion-record SQL databases using C programs running on a shared-nothing computer system consisting of a hundred processors, with a thousand discs. The ideas apply 10 smaller databases, but large databases present the more difficult problems.
1.Introduction
Loading or generating large databases may take days or weeks. The goal here is to quickly generate a large database by using parallel algorithms and execution. TO make the problem concrete, the goal is to generate a billion record ACCOUNTS table for the TPC-A benchmark [TPC] . Sequential algorithms to generate and load this table would take several days. The goal is 10 invent algorithms and techniques that generate thk hundred-gigabyte table and its indices in an hour.
In outline, the paper fwst postulates a model of parallel computer hardware and software, so that we can quantify the performance of each algorithm. Then, the paper shows 
The Computation Model
We assume a shared-nothing computer architecture typified by the Tandem and Teradata machines, by workstation clusters from DEC, IBM, HP, Novell, and Sun, and by processor arrays like the Intel Hypercube [Stonebraker, Horst, Teradata, DeWitt 1, DeWitt 3] . In these systems, each processor has a private memory and one or more discs. The processors are connected via a high-speed network and processes communicate via messages. Parallelism and minimal process interaction are major design goals in these systems. Shared-disc systems like IBM's Sysplex and Digital's VMSclusters are gravitating toward this sharednothing architecture as the number of processors grows.
The ideas presented here apply to a spcct.rum of execution environments -a many-small environment of hundreds of processors typified by Teradata and Gamma, and a few-big environment of tens of processors typified by Tandem and VMSckrstcr. In Table 1 , the two systems each have 3 BIPS (billion instructions per second) of processing power, 10 GB of RAM, and 1 TB of disc storage (1000 discs). The prices are estimates: 100 $/MIPS, 30 $/MB RAM, and 1 $/MB disc. These approximate 1994 prices.
The ideas here apply to both architectures -but to simplify the discussion, the many -small-proccssw-s design is assumed here. Figure 4 illustrates the idea, If each fork takes about one second (a high estimate), the entire startup of one hundred processes will complete within eight seconds. Assuming the forking logic copies code and data from the forker, there will be no bottlenecks at startup. processors. cpu 7 forks loaders into cpus 3 and 11, then cpu 7 proceeds to load partition 7. m Program (5) is easily modified to fork a process-per-disc rather than a process-per-processor if the processors are not the bottleneck. Notic; that each generator process uses the same table name to generate data (database systems call this localion transparency). The table partitioning criterion causes records to go to each loading process's local disc.
Parallelism
often suffers from problems of startup, interfcrencc, and skew [Gerber, Smith] . Program (5) minimizes startup problems by parallel forking.
Once the load process begins, the underlying system acquires locks OXl partitions rather than on whole mbles -at ieast that is the way many SQL systems work, So, each partition loader can execute in parallel and in isolation. The load operation is typically not covered by transaction protection, so the recovery log is not a bottleneck-rather it uses the oldmaster-new-master recovery technique of dumping a copy of the table when the load completes.
Consequent y, startup, interference, and skew should not be a problem for parallel load. Using the assumptions of Figure 2 and .N] appear in the sequence. Unique: Each integer appears exactly once. Random: The sequence appears to be ''random" (pseudorandom). These properties areneeded to make thecardinalities of selection expressions and join expressions predictable -for example each customer should have exactly one account. Some applications need synthetic data thatisnotttniformly distributed.
Section 8 gives some ways to transform uniform distributions into Gaussian, exponential, Zlpfian, and other distributions.
There are many ways to generate dense-unique-random numbers.
The original generator for the Wisconsin Benchmark [Bitten 1] kept an initially zero bitmap of length N and used the system random number generator to pick the next free element for the series. The ASAP generator [Bitten 3] replaced bitmap with a shuf/7e that built an array ofpairs <(i,randomo)/i=I,...,N>.
Thearray was then sortedonthesecond elementto shuffle thefirstelement.
The bitmap algorithm uses order N space and order N2 time.
The shuffle algorithm takes NlogN time and linear space, so is clearly superior to the bitmap. Ifspace is not an issue, shuffleis agoodway to generate a dense-unique random series. But for large databases a more space-efficient algorithm is needed. The obvious choice,is to generalize the shuffle to a sort by createing a SQL table of two columns: one containing the dense sequence l..N and the second column containg a random sequence based on a popular random number generator.
Then the dense sequence isordered bythe random sequence. Progran~ (6) demonstrates this. It takes NlogN time and .~Nmain memory (sorting) and-N disc space (storage of table). For a billion records, the many-little cotilguration can do the sort in about thirty minutes.
The sort scheme is inconvcnicnl because it constructs a set of files to drive the data generation. It would be more convenient tohaveasirnple subroutine that could generate the next element of the desired sequence in constant time and space (say 25 instructions and 100 bytes of storage). The idea forsuch an algorithm is to generate the numbers using a generator of the cyclic group of integers under multiplication. Irtessence, arandom number generator is constructed for elements in the desired range. The algorithm is: Pick a prime P larger than N and a generator G forthemultiplicative group modulo P. Thenthe series is:
<Gimod P/ i=l,...,P and (Gimod P)5 N>.
Program (8) generates the series suggested by Equation (7). This scheme, due to Gray and Englert, was used to generate large Wisconsin Benchmark databases on the Intel Hypercube and is now the standard way to generate Wisconsin databases [DeWitt 2], To understand how it works, consider the numbers between 1 and 10. The powers of 2 mod 11 forma dense unique sequence of these numbers: 2,4, 8,5, 10,9,7,3, 6, 1.
The generator scheme is ideal-it uses linear time and constant space. IfNis aprirne the multiplicative group consisting of [1. .N -1] has many generators: elements whose powers enumerate the group without repetition until they generate 1. But not all generators give a good pseudorandom sequence. There are many tests for "randomness." Weusedthespectral test recommend by Knuth [Knuth] , In his terminology, alltherandom number generators in this paper pass the spectral test "with flying colors" in dimensions 2throttgh6.
Reapplied thetest toprimcs just larger than powers~f ten and r&ommend the ge;erator; of Table5. Section 7usespowers of2instead of primes. 
Generating Correlated Random Data
The ideas of the previous section can now be applied to generate a complete table. Program (3) gave an example of generating several tables with related statistics: the idea there was that the branch: teller: account cardinalities should be in the ratios 1:10:100,000, as in the schema (10). This is a general phenomenon, but the requirements are often more complex.
One requirement that was skipped in program (2) was that the customer id field be unique and be uncorrelated with the account id -rather it was just filled with zeros. The requirement is that each customer have a unique bank account as shown in (9). m z L (,,) Using the ideas of the pervious section, Program (2) can be refined to generate each partition of the account table in parallel, including the random-unique-dense customer number as in Program (13).
The generator of the i'th cpu is invoked as:
records, records /CPUS, i) ;
Each of the one hundred processors will compute the same random series based on the next_val.e This design is inefficient: the series is computed one hundred times and each generator only uses 1'ZO of the values it generates. The premise is that Calls to n.xL_va lue ( ) arc cheap (-25 instructions) so that 100 calls (2500 instructions) is small compared to the insert cost (-5000 instructions).
The generator should produce 1B records in less than 1 hour on the many-small configuration.
Scaling this algorithm to thousands of generators requires a variation that has less wasted work.
One might partition the series into 1000 segments and precompute the starting point Pi for each partition. These values could be stored in a globaJ array. Then each partition generator would start at Sx, for some x, and would use the sequence Sx, SX+I, SX+2,.., and no calls to next_val.e ( ) would be wasted, A different approach avoids this pre-computation and minimizes wasted computation. Table 5 shows that for large N, P can be chosen just slightly larger than N (within 1~0 of it). Suppose we generate a database of P-1 elements rather than N elements. In that case, no members of the series < Gi mod P / i = O,..., P > would be discarded (compare this to Equation (7)),
In turn this means that each partition can compute its next element by multiplying ? the previous element by Gcpusmod P. Let n = rNICP~JS and assign the following series to the jth partition for j = O,,.$,CPUS -1:
<Gcpus"i+j mod P / i = 0,...,1-1> (11) This series is very easy for partition j to compute. First it computes the first element A = Gj mod P and then B = Gcpusmod P . These two numbers can be computed in ln(CPUS) multiplies and divides.
Then the j'th partition uses the series: <(A .Bi) mod P/i = 0,...,1 >1>.
(12) In this approach, there is no need to precompute a partition table and there are no wasted calls to next_value ( ). If we accept this relaxed definition of partitions (the last partition may be slightly larger than the others and some elements may be a little larger than N), then it will turn out that computing indices is much easier These techniques generate tables with 1:N relationships. Suppose, as in (9), the BRANCHES table is to have 1,000 records and the TELLERS table is to have 10,000 records. If P is chosen as 1,009 and G is chosen as 229 (as Table 5 recommends), then BRANCHES can be generated as in Program (10). By using the same prime and generator for the BRANCH field of the 10,000 record TELLERS 
Generating Indices on Random Data
All the programs so far have carefully (but implicitly) genemted data in primary key order. The nexl generated record is placed right after the previous record in the B-tree or other clustering mechanism. This means that the programs have generated the data in sequential order and so disc IO time has not been an issue. Modem discs can absorb data at 5 MB/s -with the possibility of much higher data mtes if striping is used [Kim] , Assuming 100 byte records, this is 50,000 records per second.
If each generated record went to a random disk page, data rates would drop by a factor of 2,000 to 25 records per secondeach record would cause a seek, rotation, a read transfer and then a rotation and a write transfer. On 1994 discs, each random disk IO consumes about 20ms of disc time and the rate is at most 50 10/s. So, it is essential that records be generated in sequential order unless the entire or using G and P as defined in Table ( One could compute the discrete logarithm, but [Coppersmith] indicates that each computation would be millions of instructions. Three schemes can be used: Generate-and-sort:
In each processor, genera~e the index data to be stored by that processor's disks, sort it, and then insert it into the local index parthions.
Compute: Compute the discrete logarithm quickly and generate the index in the same way one generates the base table.
Our index is one billion records of eight bytes each, 8 GB in all. So, each of the 100 processors must deal with an 80 MB panition of the index -just fitting in each processor's 100 MB memory. The scan-and-sort approach, lets processors generate index data in parallel to data generation, sending index records to the appropriate partitions (cpus) as the base table is generated locally, The receiving processors can sort the indices locally in their memory as the data arrives or is generated.
This is a credible and scaleable technique, needing about 10 MB/s network bmdwidth to move the 8 GB from source to destination for a one-hour job, But the technique is memory intensive, just barely fitting in the processor memories.
If the table keys were larger of if there were more indices, then the scan-and-sort technique would require a disk-based sort.
Generate-and-sort is more cpu-intensive -but uses no network messages. Each processor generates the entire base-table sequence, and extracts the index subsequence that applies to the local processor. In particular, if each partition has R index records and if the whole sequence is /cl, kz kj... then the n'th processor uses the subsequence: <<ki ,i> / ti~~<(n+l)R)> (17) These are the index entries for the n'th partition. They are then sorted on the ki attribute and inserted into the local index partition in sequential order, Program (18) shows the enumerate-and-sort algorithm. The generation step of Program ( 18) Gpow, Gpow ) ; /* advance Gpow = G"2i */ /* end of loop +/ /*~ow up = O so G"(x+ans) = 1 mod P due to the invariant. */ /* by Fermat's theorem, x+ans = P so discrete log of k is P-x */ return (P -x) ; /* return it */ } /* end of discrete_logo */ instructions per iteration. There are Ibillion iterations, so it will take 1000 seconds ona30 MIPS computer. The sort deals with ten million records. It will need about 300 seconds. Once that is complete, the write of the data in bulk totheindex (at5000 instructions/insert) should take 300 seconds. This adds up to about thirty minutes. In summary, indices for large tables canbe built in parallel whllethe base tables are being built. Thegenerator can run in parallel with the base table generation if sufficient processors and memory are available.
The third index technique involves quickly computing discrete logarithms by carefully chosing G and P. That is, given ahemate-keyvatuek, quickly compute primary key valueisuchthat: k =GimodP.
(19) Solving thk problem Ior arbhrary k when P is a large prime is believed to be quite difficult.
Indeed, this is what makes some cryptographic protocols seem secure. Even for smaller primes, around a billion, each discrete logarithm calculation mkesaboutd ;timeands pace. The sorting algoridtmabove would befaster.
Picking Pas a power of 2, and a generator G of the form G = 4u+ 1 where u is odd, allows computing discrete logs inn steps (/ogP time) and constant space, The following equation isthe key to computing thedkcrete log ofkwhen GandF' satisfy these properties (it isprovedby a simple induction twg~ent):
The tec@ique is to use Equation (20) tocomputexsuch that G~+x=l (modP), Then, using Fermat's Theorem, x=P-i.
Program (21) implementats this idea, itcomputes the discrete log of k (the 2-adic log) with respect toP. Table 6 is a catalog of values for POWER andG that have passed the spectral test, One problem is that the series G, G2',... are all congruent tol tnod4 -all their binary representations endin''Ol".
Togeta dense series, one must divide by 4.
Program (21) encapsulates this *2+1 logic in the mulo routine.
The use of numbers near a billion strains the word size of 32-bit computers. Inpzmicular, ifP is bigger than 216 or so, multiplication modulo F' cannot be done without some programming trick unless you have a computer with 64-bit registers. Schrage's technique, can beused tofit such arithmetic into small words [Schrage] .
The mulo routine of Program (21) is easily modified to use that tecbrdque.
In summary, indices on synthetically generated datacan be built inoneofthree ways. Scan-andsort, generate-and-sort, or compute.
The computational method has some restrictions on the size of the table and on [ the generator, but is the most efficient approach for large tables, The computational approach is nicely suited to parallel algorithms.
Generating Non Uniform Data
Having explained how to generate unique and pseudorandom data, now consider generating non-uniform data distributions,
The examples above atl required denseunique values. often, the database needs values obeying some common distribution.
The size of cities, lengths of words, and frequency of words is known to follow a Zipfian distribution.
Measurement errors often obey a Gaussian distribution, and the inter-arrival intervals of events often follow a Poisson or negative exponential distribution. Such domains are easily generated by skewing a uniform distribution.
This section catalogs (he stand~d distributions, and adds a little 10 the generation of selfsimilar and Zipfian distributions.
Program (3) demonstrated the simplest case, repeating some value a constant number of times in another field. It generates ten accounts per branch -repeating each branch number ten times in the AC c OUNT . BRANCH domain, Suppose we wanted the number of child records to follow some more complex distribution.
Then the code of program (21) 
The approximation uses Knuth's technique, but corrects the weight assigned to the first two values to improve the approximation. The log-log graph of Zipfs distribution with parameter 0.5 is shown on the next page. It shows the largest weight on 1, the second largest on 2, and so on.
If the hot spot is supposed to be randomly spread throughout a range of values, then it is necessary to permute the values randomly.
In principle, generating a random permutation and generating a dh-ibution are independent problems.
However, hot spot distributions like the selfsimilar and Zipf distributions can be permuted more easily than general distributions. The Dick is to assume that lhe "cold" values are uniformly distributed. This greatly simplifies the generation of the permutation since it now just involves choosing the relatively small number of "hot" Zipf's''Law" Integers between 1...N. 
Summary
This paper showed how to convert a simple sequential load into a parallel load -turning a two-day task into a one-hour task. It then explored the ways to generate synthetic data. At first it focused on generating the primary keys of records and values uncorrelateci to these keys: dense-uniquepseudo-random sequences. Then, attention turned to building indices on these synthetic tables -either by sorting, or by using discrele logarithms.
By careful selection of generators, the discrete log problem is tractable and mdlccs can be quickly generated within the 1-hour limit we set for the billion-record load, The paper then looked at skewed distributions. It presented the standard ways to generate uniform, exponential, normal, and Poisson distributions.
It went into more detail on the new topic of self-similar and Zipfian distributions.
Using these techniques, one can generate billion-record databases in an hour, and two terabyte databases per day.
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